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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
TRANSONIC DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF A WING-BODY COMBINATION 
SHOWING TEE ElfFECT OF A LARGE WING FILLET 
By Donald C. Cheatham and Max C. Kurbjun 
SUMMARY 
Results of an investigation by the free-fall method are presented 
herein for a configuration having a body of rev~lution of fineness 
ratio 12 and 450 sweptback wing mounted aft of the maximum diameter of 
the body and faired to the body by fillets. The fillets were designed 
to provide large increases in the sweep of the leading edge and -the 
line- of maximum thickness as the wing root was approached. 
Comparison of these results with those for the same configuration 
without fillets shows that the addition of wing fillet s increased the 
total drag of the configuration by ~bout 35 percent at Mach numbers 
near 1.0 and about 15 percent at Mach numbers near 1.2. Results 
indicate that the fillets produced no appreciable change in the wing 
and tail drags but produced a large increase in body drag due to 
interference. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Flight Research Division of the Langley Aeronautical 
Laboratory is conducting an investigation on a series of wing-body 
combinations by the free-fall method. The object of this investigation 
is to determine the transonic drag characteristics of promising transonic 
and supersonic airplane arrangements. This series has so far been 
limited to a fami17 of swept wings combined with identical body-tail 
arrangements. 
Previous results by this method and other research have indicated 
means for r educing the drag of airplane component s at transonic speeds. 
Tests of wing-body combinations are necessary, however, in order to 
determine whether these r esults are appreciably altered by interference 
effects between components . Results of a test of a 450 sweptback wing 
mounted f orward of the maximum diameter of a body of revolution of 
fineness ratio 12 (refer ence 1) showed that large interference effects 
do exist at transonic speeds and, in this case, increase the drags of 
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Doth wing and body. Results of a further test) r eported in r eference 2) 
showed that changing the location of the wing from a position ahead to 
one behind the body maximum diameter reduc ed the body drag below that 
of the body alone but did not appreciably change the drag of the wing. 
Preliminary consideration of the flow phenomena about a swept wing 
at transonic speeds indicated that a large wing fillet fairing the wing 
to the body_ and sweeping the line of maximum thickness progreSSively 
forward as the wing root was approached might be an effective means for 
further r educing the drag of the configuration. Results of a test of 
the wing-body combination) differing only from that of r eference 2 in 
that it had large wing fillets and an airspeed boom) are presented 
herein as curves showing the variation of drag coefficients with Mach 
number for the complete configuration and for each of its components. 
These r esults in the form of curves showing the variation of drag 
coefficients with Mach number are compared with the results for the 
configuration of r efer ence 2 to show the effect of the large wing fillets 
on the transonic drag characteristics of the configuration. 
APPARATUS AN]) METHOD 
Test configuration.- The general arrangement of the configuration 
is shown in figures 1 and 2 and its details and dimensions are given in 
figure 3 . This wing -body combination differed from that of r eference 2 
only in that the wing root was faired to the body by means of large 
wing fillets and in the addition of an airspeed head located on a 
boom 2~ body ~~iameters ahead of the nose . The details and dimensions of 
the fillets are shown in figure 4. A description of the airspeed head 
and the r esults obtained with it were reported in r eference 3. The 
leading edge of the fillet was a circular arc tangent to the wing at a 
point 15 inches from the body center line and approximately tangent to 
the body at the wing root. The trailing edge of the fillet was not 
f aired to the body and had the same sweep as the trailing edge of the 
outboard part of the wing. The sections of the fillet were faired from 
the original airfoil section of the wing (NACA 65-009 perpendicular to 
the leading edge) to an NACA 63 -009 section at the root (parallel to the 
center line of the body) . The over-all effect of the fillet on the 
geometry of the wing) therefor e ) was to produce a progressive increase 
in the sweepback of the l ine of maximum thickness and leading edge as 
t he wing root was approached. The fillets added 17. 6 percent to the 
exposed wing frontal area ) 7 .3 percent to the total frontal area) and 
4·7 percent to the exposed wing plan area. The fillet was an integral 
part of the wing and faired into r ec tangular end plates whose surface 
conformed to the contours of the bo~y . This wing assembly enter ed 
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the body through r ectangular s l ots and was attached to a force-measuring 
balance inside the body . A small cl earance was allowed between the end 
plates and the sides of the sl ots so t hat the wing ~as free to move 
under the restraint of the balance . 
Measurements .- Mea surement of the desir ed quantities was accomplished 
as in previous tests (references l and 2 ) through use of the NACA radio 
telemetering system and radar and phototheodol ite equipment. The 
following quantiti es wer e recorded at t wo ground stations by the telemetering 
system: 
(l and 2) The force exer ted by t he wing on the body and the tail 
on the tail boom a s mea s ured by spring balances . 
(3) The retardation or longi t udinal a ccelerat i on due to drag of 
the configuration a s mea sured by three sensiti ve a ccelerometers covering 
overlapping ranges . 
(4 and 5) The t otal and s tat ic pressures a t the airspeed head 
as measured by multiple aneroid cells . One cell mea sured the total 
pressure continuousl y t hrough t he entire range and four cells covered 
overlapping segments of the same range . The static pressure also had 
one cell for the entire range with three cel ls for covering overlapping 
segments of this range . 
Reduction of data.- The vel ocity of the model i n space with respect 
to a fixed ground point, her einafter r eferred to as "ground velocity, " 
was obtained both by a t ime di ff er en t iation of the flight path as 
recorded by the r adar and phototheodol ite equipment and by a step -by-step 
integration of the vector sums of gravi tational acceleration and the 
retardati6n or longitudinal accel erat i on due to drag as measured by 
the accelerometers . True air speed was obtained by vector summation of 
ground velocity and horiz ontal wi nd vel oci ty a t appropriate altitudes. 
The total drag was obtained by mult iplying the retardation or 
longitudinal accel erat i on due to drag a1 (in g units) by the total 
weight. The drag force on t he wi ng Dw was deter mined through use of 
the relation 
where 
Rw measured reaction between body and wing i n pounds 
Ww weight of movable wing a ssembly i n pounds 
The drag of the tail fins was obtained f r om the same relation by using 
the reaction between the fins and the tail boom and the we ight of the 
movable fin assembly. The body drag was determined by subtracting the 
drag of the wing and tail from the total . 
C~ 
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Value s of drag D, static pressure p, and frontal area F were 
combined to form the nondimensional parameter D/Fp for the complete 
configuration and each of its components. The Mach number M was 
determined from the absolute temperature T and the t rue airspeed . 
The Mach number was also determined from combinations of the pressure 
measurements . ' Values of the conventional drag coeffic i ent based on 
f r ontal area C~ were obtained by use of the r elation 
CD]' 
D/Fp 
In the case of the wing and the tail fins, drag coeffici ents CD based 
on the plan area were obtained by multiplying CD]' by the ratio of 
f r ontal area to plan area . Wher e direct comparisons were made between 
the configuration with f illets and the configurations without fillets, 
the drag parameter s were based on the area,s of the configuration without 
f illets . 
The symbols used her ein are summarized in the appendix. 
RESUL'IB AND DISCUSSION 
A time history of measured and computed quantities obtained from 
this test is given in fi gure 5. The variation of ground velocities 
shown as a so~id line i s a fairing of the test points computed from the 
radar and phototheodoli te data. The variation of ground velocities 
shown as a dashed line was computed from the accel erometer dat a. The 
a greement between these velocity variations confirms the accuracy of 
the total drag measurements . 
The Mach number variation a s computed from the true airspeed 
(determined fr om the radar and phototheodolite data) is shown in the 
t i me history (fig. 5) and is estimated to be accurate within ±O.Ol. 
Four other Mach number variations wer e determined by all possible 
combinations of telemeter and atmospheric survey pressure dat a. The s e 
variations show good agreement with the Mach number variations computed 
f r om the t rue -airspeed data. The maximum discrepancy between all Mach 
number variations obtained was about to.02 from an average fairing. 
The uncer tainty in Mach numbers obtained from the t el emeter dat a is 
bel ieved t o be somewhat greater t han for the Mach number obtained from 
the t rue -airspeed and temperature da'ta . The stat1c and total pr es sure 
at the airspeed head was r ecorded Simultaneousl y over two s eparate 
telemeter channels for the first time in the f r ee -fall tests . The t wo 
variations of the same quantity were obtained to confirm the accuracy of 
t he measurements . Since the primary purpose of the pressure mea s urements 
i s to provide an alternate means of obtaining r esults, which was not 
needed in thi s case , t el emet er pressure measurements are not presented 
h er ein . CONF~ 
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The accuracy with which the t otal drag parameters were determined 
varied throughout the fall due to the variation in static pressure, and , 
in the case of the drag coeffici ents, t he accuracy was also affected 
by Mach number. The unc ertaint y in the ac celerome~er measurement is of 
the order of ±O.Olg . This uncer t ainty is somewhat greater than normal 
for the equipment and r esults from impaired r eading accuracy due to an 
undamped electrical oscillation of unknown origin in the telemeter 
transmi tting system. The corresponding uncer t a i nty in the total drag 
parameter D/Fp i s ±O.Ol l at a Mach number of 0. 8 and decrea ses as the 
drag and. sta tic pressure increases during the fr ee fall to ±0. 004 a t a 
Mach number of, l.2. The values of CDF wer e somewhat less accurate due 
to the uncer.tainty in Mach number of ±O .01. The uncertainty of CD.F 
is ±0.026 at M = 0.8 and ±0.0045 at M = 1.2. The wing- and t a il-drag 
measurements show evidence of friction in t he balance systems and the 
presence of thi s f riction is believed to be the cause of the small 
abrupt changes ( see f ig . 5) in the measured drag after the major drag 
rise occurs. It is believed that the peaks of these drag var iations 
represent more nearly the corr~ct values. 
The results of this test are presented in figures 6 to 10 as 
curves showing t he variations with Mach number of t he parameter D/Fp 
and drag coefficients for the comple t e confi guration and each component. 
The variations with Mach number of D/Fp and CDF for the complete 
configuration are shown in figure 6 . In thi s f i gure the drag parameters 
were based on the areas of the configuration with f illets. The dra g 
per unit frontal area r ose from 0.055 of a tmospher ic pressure at a 
Mach number of 0 .9 t o 0.155 a t a Mach number of 1 .02 and then increased 
almost linearl y to 0 .235 at a Mach number of 1.2. The cross hatching in 
figure 6~ -shows how the t otal drag was divided among its components. 
The wing produced about one -third of t he t otal drag at Mach numbers in 
excess of unity and the body produced about one-half the drag in the 
same Mach number range . The remaining drag was contributed by the 
tail fins. 
A comparison of the total drag for t he wing-body combinations with 
and without the wing fillets i s given in f igure 7 a s variations of D/~p 
and CD]> with Mach number. For the compari sons made in this and 
subsequent figures t he drag paramet er s f or t he configuration with 
fillets are based on the ar ea s of t he conf i guration without fillets. 
Figure 7 shows that addi tion of the wi ng fi l l ets resulted in an 
appreciable increase in the total drag of the wing-body combination. 
The drag rise for t he configuration with f i llets began at a slightly 
lower Mach number , i ncreased mor e sl owly a t fir st and then more 
rapidly than that of the configurat i on without fi l lets. The total drag 
of the configuration with the wing fill ets was about 35 percent greater 
than that without fillets at Mach number s near 1 .0 and about 15 percent 
grea ter at Mach numbers near 1. 2. If the drag parameters for the 
configuration with fi l lets had been based on its own frontal area, the 
co~ 
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drag parameters of this configuration would be reduced by about 7 percent 
but would still be larger than that for the configuration without fillets. 
It is apparent that the fillets produced an unfavorable effect on the 
t ransonic drag characteristic s of the wing-body combination. 
The variations of DjFp, CDF, and CD for the wing with and 
without fillets are given in figure 8. The drag per unit frontal- area 
of the wing with fillets increased from a value of 0.055 of atmospheric 
pressure at a Mach number of 0.95 to about 0.13 at M = 1.02 and then 
increased somewhat irregularly to about 0.26 at M = 1.2. The irregularities 
in the drag curves for the wing with fillets are apparently due to the 
previously discussed friction inlthe balance system. Since the peaks of 
the curves of drag coefficient for the wing with fillets correspond 
closely to the values of drag coefficient for the wing without fillets, 
it is believed that the addition of the fillets altered the wing drag 
a negligible amount. 
The variation with Mach number of DjFp and drag coefficients for 
the tail fins of the two configurations are shown in figure 9 . The drag 
per unit frontal area of the tail of the configuration with fillets 
increased abruptly from 0.05 of atmospheric pressure at M = 0.90 
to 0.25 at M = 0.96 and then increased erratically to 0.48 at M = 1.2. 
The irregularities of the drag coefficients are again attributed to 
friction in the balance system. Li~tle difference is indicated, however, 
in the magnitudes of the tail drag for this configuration and for the 
configuration without fillets. 
The variat:ons of D/Fp and CDF with Mach number f or the bodies 
of the two configurations are shown in figure 10. In order to present 
variat ions of the body drag for the configuration with fillets that are 
believed to be more nearly correct,the curves of wing and tail drag 
parameters were faired through the maximum values and the faired values 
subt racted from the corresponding total drag parameters to give the 
body drag parameters. A t a Mach number of 1.0 the drag of the body of 
the configuration with fillets was approximately 100 percent greater 
than t hat of the body of the configuration without fillets and about 
50 percent greater at a Mach number of 1.2. The drag-parameter curves 
for the body alone (refer ence 4) are also shown in figure 10 to compare 
the favorable and unfavorable effects of the two configurations on the 
body drag. Due to the method of determining the body drag, errors of 
measurement in wing and tail drag may enter into the body drag. Al though 
the wing- and tail-drag measurements show evidence of friction in the 
balance system, the r esults indicate that the addition of the fillets 
had l ittle effect on the wing and tail drags and the increase in total 
drag due to the fillets was caused by an interfer ence eff ect on the body 
which increased the body drag . 
CONFID~ 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The drag of a wing-body combination has been measured at transonic 
velocities by the free -fall method. This configuration consisted of a 
7 
450 sweptback wing mounted aft of the maximum diameter of a body of 
fineness ratio 12 and differ ed only from a previously t e sted configuration 
in that large wing f illets fairing the wing to the body were incorporated. 
The results show that fillets of the type employed in this test 
produced an unfavorable eff ect on the transonic drag characteristics of 
the configuration . The drag rise of the configuration with fillets 
began at a lower Mach number, incr easing more slowly at first and then 
mor e rapidly than that of the configuration without fillets . The total 
drag of the configuration with fillets was about 35 percent greater than 
that without fillets at Mach numbers near 1.0 and about 15 percent 
greater at Mach numbers near 1.2 . 
The results also indicate that the addition of the fillets had 
little effect on the drags of the wing and tail. Therefore, it is 
evident that the increase in total drag was chiefly due to an inter-
fer ence effect on the body created by the addition of the fillets. At 
Mach numbers of about 1.0) the drag of the body of the configura tion 
with the fillets was approximately 100 percent greater than that for 
the body of the configuration without the fillets. This difference 
decreased to 50 percent greater at Mach numbers near 1.2. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
Na~ional Advisory Commi ttee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field) Va. 
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APPENDIX 
SYMBOLS 
g gravitational acceleration 
al longitudinal acceleration in g units 
Dw drag force on the wing 
Rw measured reaction between body and wing in pounds 
Ww weight of movable wing assembly in pounds 
D drag 
P static pressure 
F frontal area 
M Mach number 
T absolute temperature 
CD conventional drag coefficient 
CDF conventional drag coeffici en t based on frontal area 
y ratio of specific heats (1.4) 
D/Fp drag per unit front al area per unit static pressure 
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Figure 1. - Three-quarter front view of wing-body combination with wing fillet. 
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Figure 2. - Top plan view of win;xy combination with wing fillet. Ci IOENTIAL 
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.3 CON P ENTIAL 
Mach number 
F i gur e 6. - Variation with Mach number of drag coefficient and D/F p for the 
wing - body configu~tion with wing fillet. 
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Figure 7. - Comparative variations with Mach number of drag coefficient and 
D/F p for the wing - body config~~iOn with wing fill et and without wing 
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Figure 8 . - Comparative variations with Mach numbers of drag coeffici ents and 
D/F p for the wing of the wing-a dy configur ation with wing fille t and without 
wing fillet. CONFIDEN IAL 
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Figure 9. - Comparative variations with Mach num ber of drag coefficients and 
DI F p for the tail fins of the Wing-b~~ configuration with wing fillet and 
without wing fill e t. CONFJDt.,\JAL 
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Figure 10. - Comparative variations with Mach number of drag coefficient and 
D/ F p for the body of the wing -b~dy configuration with wing fill et a nd without 
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